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Chart of the Week

The Short Russell 2000 ETF (RWM) chart above is the primary security that we have used for
hedging the market. It has an inverse relationship to the Russell 2000 Small Cap index; think
small cap stocks down, this Short ETF up. Performance wise, we have been struggling with this
holding for some time now. However, this chart depiction appears to be on the threshold of a
change to the upside. When it makes the change, it usually does so with a great deal of volatility.
I have often talked about the 50 day moving average vs. the 200 day. For instance, last week we
saw how gold recently started to trade 50 above the 200, and as long as it maintains this
direction, gold will rise. The same can be viewed on the chart above in an opposite direction
regarding the relationship of 50 below 200 creating continued downside for RWM. That appears
to be changing based on how the prices of the averages are squeezing together, which indicates a
breakthrough of the 50 above the 200. The 50 day is at 16.48 with the 200 at 16.91; not far
apart. Another reason to believe that the upward movement will occur in this holding is
illustrated above on the p-volume trading above the average (green over black lines). This is an
indication that institutional investors have been strong buyers of RWM since January. When
positive volume occurs with sideways price movement, it is what is known as a divergence
(demand that has not yet shown up in the price movement).
Viewing charts to make an analysis of a security or markets is known as technical analysis and
using economic data to arrive at an opinion is known as fundamental analysis. For the past two
years, the chart above has disagreed with the fundamental analysis performed by GMO, as seen

in the graph below. Their research, which we strongly agree with, has suggested that US small
cap stocks will create a negative annualized return of minus 5.2% for the next 7 years. Two
years ago, GMO’s number was in the minus 2% area and we used that same opinion to buy a US
small cap hedge to protect against market risk. Short term, we should have paid more attention
to the chart. However, if the fundamentals are correct, that will balance out over time once the
small cap decline starts. In order to have a minus 5.2% decline annually for the next seven years,
at some point small cap stocks are going to have to crash because of their lofty levels. We
expect that this RWM position would then add account value to your holdings for several years
to come, making the past two years worth the pain. A mentor of mine gave me advice many
years ago. He said market analysis is like playing a piano; you to have both hands on it to make
good music. His metaphor related to technical and fundamental analysis; you must use both or
your decision process will be out of tune. It’s not time to rock and roll yet, but the lyrics and the
beat are sure coming together.
Please note below the second green column.
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*The chart represents real return forecasts for several asset classes and not for any GMO fund or strategy. These forecasts are forward-looking statements based upon the reasonable
beliefs of GMO and are not a guarantee of future performance. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and GMO assumes no duty to and does not
undertake to update forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, which change over time. Actual results
may differ materially from those anticipated in forward-looking statements. US inflation is assumed to mean revert to long-term inflation of 2.2% over 15 years.
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Nothing on this Weekly Report should be interpreted to state or imply that past results are an indication of future
performance. There are no warranties, expressed or implied, as to accuracy, completeness or results obtained from
any information posted on this or any "linked" web-site. Any reference to specific securities is not considered a
recommendation. Every investment strategy has the potential for profit or loss.

Please note: It is the Client’s responsibility to notify us of any changes that would influence their financial needs.

